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The IEEE Standard Dictionary of
Electrical and Electronics Terms

Sixth Edition

Standards Coordinating Committee 10, Terms and Definitions
Jane Radatz, Chair

This standard is one of a number of information technology dictionaries being developed by standards
organizations accredited by the American National Standards Institute. This dictionarywas developed
under the sponsorship of voluntary standards organizations, using a consensus-based'pro
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When the IEEE Standards Board approved this standard on 10 December 1996, it had the following
membership.

Donald C. Loughry, Chair Richard J. Holleman, Vice Chair
Andrew G.Salem, Secretary

Gilles A. Baril E. G. “Al” Kiener Jose R. Ramos

Clyde R. Camp Joseph L. Koepfinger* Arthur K. Reilly
Joseph A. Cannatelli Stephen R. Lambert Ronald H. Reimer
Stephen L. Diamond Lawrence V. McCall Gary S. Robinson
Harold E. Epstein L. Bruce McClung Ingo Riisch
Donald C. Fleckenstein Marco W.Migliaro John S. Ryan
Jay Forster* : Mary Lou Padgett Chee Kiow Tan
Donald N. Heirman John W. Pope Leonard L. Tripp
Ben C. Johnson Howard L. Wolfman

*Member Emeritus

Also included are the following nonvoting IEEE Standards Boardliaisons:

Satish K. Aggarwal
Alan H. Cookson

Chester C. Taylor

KimBreitfelder (1995-present), JEEE Std 100 Editor
Stephen Huffman (1993-1995), JEEE Std 100 Editor

Assistance was provided by the [EEE Standardseditorial staff.

How to usethis dictionary

The terms defined in this dictionary are listed in /etter-by-letter alphabetical order, Spaces are ignored in
this style of alphabetization, so cable value will come before cab signal. Descriptive categories associated
with the term in earlier editions of IEEE Std 100 will follow the term in parentheses. New categories
appearafter the definitions (see Categories, below), followed by the designation of the standard or stan-
dards that include the definition. If a standard designation is followed bytheletter s, it means that edition
of the standard was superseded by a newerrevision and the term was not included in the revision.If a
designation is followed by the letter w, it means that edition of the standard was withdrawn and not
replaced by a revision. A bracketed numberrefers to the non-IEEE standard sources given in the back
of the book.

Acronyms and abbreviations are no longerlisted in a separate section in the dictionary; rather, they are
incorporated alphabetically with other terms. Each acronym or abbreviation refers to its expanded term,
where it is defined. Acronyms and abbreviations for which no definition was included in past editions
have been deleted from this edition of IEEE Std 100.

Abstracts of the current set of approved IEEE standards are provided in the back of the book. It should
be noted that updated information about IEEE standards can be obtained at any time from the IEEE
Standards World Wide Website at http://standards.ieee.org/.

Categories

The category abbreviations that are used in this edition of IEEE Std 100 are defined below. This infor-
mation is provided to help elucidate the context of the definition. Older terms for which no category could
be found have had the category “Std100” assigned to them. Note that terms from sources other than IEEE
standards, such as the National Electrical Code® (NEC®) or the National Fire Protection Association,
may not be from the mostrecent editions; the readeris cautioned to check the latest editionsofall sources
for the most up-to-date terminology.
Iv
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